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Paging staff has never been simpler
Mannheim teaching hospital has some 4,500 employees including part-time staff. They 
treat 246,000 patients every year. With such high numbers of staff and patients, great 
importance is placed on staff co-ordination. Depending on the situation, every second 
counts in the day-to-day running of a hospital. It is therefore crucial to be able to mobilise 
the right consultants and the necessary care staff when an emergency arises.

350 people an hour

Up to 350 personnel are paged every hour using the personal paging system at the 
Mannheim clinic. In a hospital especially, there is also a great deal that must be overseen 
in terms of medical buildings and infrastructure technology, and if necessary, serviced 
as quickly as possible. Only in this way is it possible to sustain a smooth operation. The 
clinic‘s existing personal paging system is out of date and also the pagers have seen bet-
ter days. The new system should, of course, offer additional functionalities that transmit 
messages digitally and also remove the restrictions to the length of text being transmitted. 
What was also important to Konrad Schuhmann, Head of Communications Technology
at the clinic, was once again to have a self-supporting radio system that covers the entire
clinic site. The decision went in favour of the I.SEARCH system from Swissphone.

Double secure systems

Swissphone has been able to meet every requirement with the Linux-based I.SEARCH 
system. Thirteen POCSAG transmitters now ensure comprehensive radio coverage 
throughout the extensive building. The clinic covers an area of some 210,000 square
metres, with countless building complexes, basements and corridors. The transmitters 
were connected to the existing I.SEARCH central processing unit using the clinic‘s
existing telephone cabling. To control the radio network each transmitter has transmission 
surveillance with response. A monitor receiver connected to the central processing unit 
also monitors the radio messages being sent out. The central processing unit is a failsafe 
construction and consists of two I.SEARCH units. One unit is therefore always active. The 
other is in standby mode. If the active part fails, in full or in part, the standby master will 
step into action immediately.

Meet-me and call-me function

The central processing unit is connected to the clinic‘s telephone system via an inno-
vative, efficient and also doubly secure language server. This enables voice-controlled 
paging with the so-called “call-me” or “meet-me” services. 
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In the case of “call-me”, the person sending out the page message automatically calls 
the automated central service, then dials the number of the member of staff being paged 
into the phone and hangs up. The member of staff being paged is informed immediately 
that they have to dial the number of the person paging them. In the cas of „meet me“, the 
person paging calls the number of the central service and is asked to say the name of the 
member of staff they are searching for and remain on line. The member of staff being pa-
ged is then informed of the number to call. If they dial this number, they will be connected
directly to the person paging them. 

Absences are displayed

Around 100 rechargeable devices allow absences to be managed efficiently. A person’s 
absence is displayed automatically in the control centre, as soon as the pager is placed 
in the charger. In such a case the search message can also be sent to the staff member‘s 
mobile phone by SMS. This means that staff at the clinic can also be reached off the
hospital‘s site. Paging messages can be sent from any workstation using e-mail or web 
browser to the member of staff being paged. All settings, the administration of users and 
all alarm contacts for technical devices can be undertaken from any workstation via the
web interface.
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Glossar

PABX Private Automatic Branch Exchange (telephone switchboard)
MLG Multiple charging station
POCSAG Standard paging code for digital paging

Hardware

I.SEARCH

MLG

Pager DE900

PABX telephone switchboard

ESPA 4.4.4 interface

Sealevel 430 E (96 contacts)
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System features
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Nurse call system

Fire detector system

LANESPA 4.4.4.

LAN

MLG

PC workstations

Sealevel 430 ESealevel 430 E

Emergency stop system

Voice communication system

(Alarm contacts)

I.SITE (1-n)

I.SEARCH
(Cluster)

POCSAGPOCSAGPOCSAG

I.SEARCH

I.SITE (1-n)

PABX

Software

Basic software package

Redundant cluster module

Transmitter control module

Absence management

LAN input module

ESPA 4.4.4 module
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